Abstract-Steel cofferdam is essential for the construction of the large bridge, which is featured by its huge volume and heavy weight. When steel cofferdam has been built in the shipyard, it would be transit to the bridge construction site by way of waterway. Owing to its no-powered self-propelled, it should be towed through tugboat. Based on the transition of the steel cofferdam for the east Yangtze River Bridge, we propose the floating scheme for the transportation of gigantic steel cofferdam. Our studies are conducting systematically from the floating formation scheme while the navigational environments are taken into account. Within our research, the safe and effective floating transition scheme is devised scientifically. The effectiveness of our steel cofferdam transition scheme is verified by the production instance.
INTRODUCTION
Steel cofferdam is a major construction component as the structure of cushion caps construction and waterwarding. It is built at the shipyard in general. When construction completed, the steel cofferdam needs floating to the site of the bridge. Limited to some characteristics such as its huge scale and large self-gravity, it should be relied on the tugboat towing navigation. When comes to the floating of the oversized constructional element, without engine the inertia and the length of stroke is large while sailing and berthing, with the stubborn control and not easy to regulate the speed, it is hard to stop it within a very short time and distance in an emergency. The Steel cofferdam has the huge scale and is greatly affected by the wind and flow. Towing navigation and berthing would occupy quite a large water area owing to its huge scale flotilla and the large sailing area [1] .
To make sure the steel cofferdam floating smoothly, we study the case of Wangdong Yangtze River Bridge steel cofferdam floating, and do research on the floating plan.
II. BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT STEEL COFFERDAM FLOATING

A. Basic information about Wangdong Yangtze River Bridge steel cofferdam floating
The Wangdong Yangtze River Bridge is located in the northeast of Wangjiang country，spanning the Yangtze at Sijiage and crossing the highway of Jiujiang. The build of steel cofferdam is finished by Jiangxin shipyard in Jiangxi. The maximal length of the steel cofferdam is about 50.4m, the maximal width is about 26.6m (the upper width is 24.5m, the under width is 26.6m), the maximal height is 28.4m, and the weight is about 1712t.
The steel cofferdam is floating from the Jiangxin shipyard to the site of the bridge construction. It will be through the water channel of the Hukou, Dongbeiheng, which has huge ship flows and complex traffic surrounding, to arrive at the bridge site.
Within the Balijiang channel, there exist cross water and huge waves when the northeast wind coming. It is the famous gale area of the lower reach. Due to the limited sight and the busy traffic, tugboats should pay more attention to the effect caused by the gale. Especially the towing navigation between Zheji Mountain and the exit of Balijiang, it wills from a complex converging situation if ships pass in and out the exit of Balijiang. So, it should pay attention [2] .
The Dongbeiheng water channel has a 105°bend, so the downbound easily fall bending due to the sweeping bends flow. Steel cofferdam towing fleet should be hung high position, anti sweeping bend water pushing position down to the concave bank, guarantee speed, and prevent the falling curve.
The Dongbeiheng water channel is a fast-flowing river, the steel cofferdam towing fleet was significantly affected by the flow, and the ship's position will be still hanging high after the bend, anti the ship position approaching Pengze crossing mark. Tug should be timely and rudder offsets the amount of flow-induced drift and tries to keep sailing along the center of the channel or deep grooves. So it is important to select an appropriate way for safe of towing operation [3] .
B. Basic information about ship towing
According to different operating environments, requirements and based on the performance characteristics of tugs, the use of tugs can be divided into four kinds hanging drag, push, towing alongside and combined drag.
The main difficulties of towing fleet operation are as follows: the coordination and cooperation with a plurality of tug when navigation or berthing; speed slowly, the position of the ship is difficult to control and it also has a great impact by the wind and the stream; it is easy to produce yaw steering by the wind and flow effect and manipulation, avoid difficulties; the course stability is poor, tow of tug the rudder slowly [4] . If these issues are not handled properly, it will intrude on water traffic ways, especially in the restricted waters; even, it will introduce serious towing accidents [5] .
III. FLOATING SCHEME OF THE STEEL COFFERDAM
A. Information about the scheme For this, there are two alternative schemes; one is hanging drag with pushing the second is towing alongside with push. The selection of the steel cofferdam floating is extremely important for the protection of the floating navigation safety during transport, and the following two schemes will be compared and choose the best solution.
Because of the long distance floating, the flow of ships increasing greatly recent years, and have a certain number of crossing water areas, curved and narrow segment, so the navigation environment was complicated [6] . In addition, steel cofferdam towing fleet has a large scale and poor controllability, so when the fleets sailing, turning over and maneuvering for berthing and unberthing will occupy more channel waters, especially in a constricted segment. So the steel cofferdam floating has many security risks [7] . We emphasize on the required width for navigation to pass major segment and the controllability, coordination of the two types of floating scheme, and instance analyses the advantages and disadvantages of the different floating scheme in order to select the optimal scheme. This scheme uses two tugs, one pushing and the other one hanging drag, and this is the main working manner of ultra large components that without the power generally suitable for waterway towing. Meanwhile, this method is relatively easy to manipulate, lookout with a nice view, easy to operate, safe and reliable.
2) Steel cofferdam floating suggestions scheme B
The Hgt-2002 as the main tug (pushing), the Hgt-1004 as the booster tug (towing alongside, can also be used as emergency tug). Its formation scheme as showed in Figure  2 . This scheme for pushing and towing alongside, firstly, the scale of this scheme is smaller, the occupied width of channel is small too, the effects of wind, current and weather conditions on the towing operations is also small; secondly, the need of width is smaller when passing some curing section of river.
B. Comparison of floating transport fleet operational performance and the emergency disposal 1) Analysis the operational performance and emergency disposal of scheme A
Ship maneuverability is the ship in accordance with the driver's intentions to maintain or change its speed, course and location of the performance. Fleet's operating performance is good or bad, is not only concerned with handling tugboat itself, but also related to the object amount, size, length and the marshalling formation that towed etc. [8] . One tug pushing and the other one hanging drag are the main working manner of ultra large components that without the power generally suitable for waterway towing. And this method is relatively easy to manipulate, lookout with a nice view, easy to operate, safe and reliable. But the whole towing process affected greatly by weather. The towed steel cofferdam does not have ship structure and with a long tow line so it will be difficult to manipulate under the action of the wind, especially in some special segment. As in pasting Dongbeiheng waterways due to the long length of the towing fleet it will then have a greater yaw and occupy larger waters.
This scheme is greatly affected by weather, and it has a long cable in addition to the towed steel cofferdam without rudder and other ship structure. So if under the action of wind, even with the assistance of the vice tug, it is difficult to control the towed steel cofferdam.
Selected the hanging tug for emergency ship, but there are about 80m between the emergency ship with the steel cofferdam so the emergency performance is limited.
2) Analysis the operational performance and emergency disposal of scheme B
First, this scheme has a smaller scale of the floating transport fleet, occupy a smaller channel width, the effects of wind, current and other weather conditions on the towing operations are relatively small. Second, it required a smaller channel width when navigating some bending segment and has a better controllability [9] . Since floating a long distance and the navigation environment is complicated, it is very difficult to control the towed cofferdam relying on the power of the main tug only, especially when sailing to some key corners such as Dongbeiheng waterways. Therefore, in this scheme the main tug plays the role of the main engine of the towed cofferdam, the vice tug plays the role of the rudder of the towed cofferdam. So only through the close cooperation between the main engine and the rudder that can make the towing operation completed successfully [10] .
In this way the vision will be limited when lookout, but it would be a lot better to set a lookout platform at the top of the cofferdam. Set the tug that towing alongside as emergency ship. In case of emergency, the tug that towing alongside can be a transient response, has a satisfactory performance of emergency.
C. The required width for navigation to through key segment 1) The required width for straight segment a) The required width of no wind and current's effect
The need of channel width of steel cofferdam towing fleet can be calculated based on "inland river navigation standard" (GB50139-2004 [11] ), and the result as follows: The theoretical calculation shows, the size of the waterway that the steel cofferdam towing fleet passed by can completely satisfy one-way shipping and two-way shipping. In fact, steel cofferdam towing is a one-way operation and the channel width of the waters that the towing fleet passed can meet the needs of its operation demand.
b
) The calculation parameter that considered the influence of wind and current
The wind deflection and the role of water will produce drift, when the steel cofferdam was in drag. The calculation parameter that considered the influence of wind and current as described in the following table: 2) The required width for curving segment a) The minimum bending radius The minimum bending radius of the channel is the main parameters to ensure the safety of the maximum downlink fleet when through the curing segment. The curvature radius of the channel refers to the bend channel's radius of the circle length for the axis. Generally, to avoid aground and collision, the ship should keep caution and slow down when passing through the bend channel.
According to the rule of navigation standard in our country, the minimum bending radius of the channel should be used 3 times the length of the push-train fleets or the length of a cargo ship or 4 times of the maximum length of a single ship from the towing fleet. The minimum bending radius of the channel that the steel cofferdam towing fleet required is shown in Table Ⅲ . The minimum bending radius of curing segment can meet the requirements of safe navigation for the steel cofferdam towing.
b) The width of curved channel According to the theory of ship operation, determine the towing fleet required width for navigation without wind action when through bend channel B 1 wind-induced drift B F [12] . And based on the theory of superposition principle, we can obtain the channel width which is the typical types of vessels' required by with the influence of wind and current. Parameter selection is shown in Table Ⅳ . 
3) The required width for floating fleet to through key segment
In the scheme A, the length of the fleet is the sum of the length of steel cofferdam itself with the length of Hgt-2002, Hgt-1004 and the distance between steel cofferdam and the hanging drag tug, and the total number is 215m.
The width of towing fleet is the width of steel cofferdam and the number are about 26.6m. In the scheme B, the length of the fleet is the sum the length of steel cofferdam and the length of Hgt-2002, the number is about 96.4m. The width of towing fleet is the sum of the length of steel cofferdam itself and the width of Hgt-1004, the total number is 36.6m.
The two schemes have different advantages. In both scenarios，Table VI presents the comparison result of maximum width of curving segment. 
IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO SCHEMES
For pushing and hanging drag scheme, it has a good lookout, suitable for short distance towing, but it greatly affected by weather.
When comes to the scheme A, several problems should be highlighted. Firstly, it has difficulties in operation and coordination between push tug and hanging tug has some security risks during navigation. Secondly, when the hanging tug sailing on bending channel, especially with reflux waters, if the tug was sailed into recirculation region by improper operation and with a sudden decrease in speed, it is easy to form a dangerous situation that the tug was being chased by the steel cofferdam [13] . Thirdly, this scheme has a large scale and higher requirements for waterway dimensions. Following that, use this form of towing if has a dangerous situation in the towing process it will be difficult for emergency disposal. Finally, the length of the towing cable is about 80m between hanging tug and the steel cofferdam, some vessel may through across the gap and course dangerous situation especially in restricted visibility.
When comes to the scheme B, it is almost not influenced by the climatic condition while has a wide application range. Compared with the scheme A, this scheme is easier to control the direction of the object towed. Thus, it is sane to adopt this scheme to make the operation more convenient and fast. From the Table Ⅶ , we can conclude that, the scheme A is superior to scheme B in lookout; but scheme B is superior to A in manipulation performance, coordination, collision avoidance skills, emergency disposal and the need of wide in navigation, etc.
V. CONCLUSIONS
To ensure the steel cofferdam floating safely and smoothly, we put forward two kinds of floating schemes. And comparisons research are conducted respectively from the aspects of manipulation performance, emergency disposal, and the need of wide in navigation, etc. In light of the floating scheme and combined with the case of Wangdong Yangtze River Bridge steel cofferdam floating, and then formulate one scientific and rational floating scheme. The results illustrate that, by using the scientific and reasonable floating scheme B, it can provide the reliable basis for decision making for the steel cofferdam floating.
